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The Selling Process 



How exciting! You’re ready to begin the home selling process. 

Below is an overview of what to expect and a general timeline 

of events that take place in the list process. 

First, you’ll want to prep your property. Some general ideas: 

 Freshen paint 

 Fix some caulking 

 Clean vents, wipe away cobwebs from high areas 

 Replace blown or broken light bulbs 

 Clean windows 

 Remove clutter both inside and out 

 Place a nice flower/planter by your door 

 Place a wreath on front door 

 Organize garage 

 Clean up yard 

 It usually takes just a few days in advance for an 

appointment.  

 The photographer will make suggestions while she’s at the 

property and may shift some items around to create the best 

possible picture/ambiance. 

 The photographer likes to have all blinds completely raised 

and curtains open. You’ll want to have your windows fairly 

clean. 

 Once the photographs are in, brochures will automatically 

be ordered and will be ready within a few days. 

 Online marketing is prepared and will begin once the home 

is listed. 

 This is helpful when a property has challenging comps. We 

can schedule an hour during the day or evening to bring 

invited brokers through. 

Congratulations! 



Now is the time when things start to get exciting. Here’s a look 

at what to expect once your home is publicly listed. 

 All area brokers will receive an electronic postcard of your 

new listing. 

 Social media and online search engine advertisements 

promoting your new listing begin. 

It’s a great idea to get as many eyes on your home as possible. 

There are two types of Open Houses that are beneficial: 

 Brokers Open House 

 Lake Forest and Lake Bluff hold their Brokers Open 

Houses on Tuesdays.  

 We want to bring as many brokers through the home as 

possible. They may have a client who is actively looking for 

a home just like yours! 

 Sunday Open House 

 Many buyers go from open house to open house on 

Sundays. Even if it’s simply your neighbor coming to take a 

look, that’s another person who can talk about your home. 

We want to spread the word! 

 When a buyer would like to see your home, the showing 

request will come directly to your cell phone with the date 

and time of the request. You can simply reply with a Y or N.  

  If there’s a conflict with time, simply send me a text and I’ll 

contact the agent and arrange a better time. You can also 

propose a new time right from your text/phone.  

Wonderful news! A buyer has fallen in love with your property 

and would like to call it home. How do we negotiate? 

Once you receive an offer, we’ll review and dissect the terms of 

the offer. Please do not be alarmed if the original offer is not 

what you had hoped to see. Think of it as a starting point to 

negotiate.  

 When we decide to counter an offer, this simply means you 

do not accept the original terms and a new offer is proposed. 

There is no need to compete new paperwork. A simple, one 

line, email with the new terms is all that is needed. 

 The buyer may accept your new offer or they may decide to 

counter again. 

 This process can go back and forth; sometimes over a few days. 

 It’s very important not to take offers or comments 

personally. I encourage you to keep this in mind throughout 

the entire process.  

 Also, agents can sometimes become emotional during 

negotiations. Please know I am committed to communicate in a 

professional and polite manner and to keep emotions aside. 

Congratulations! Here’s a look at what you can expect in the 

next phase of the process. 

 The Attorney/Inspection (A/I) process now begins. 

A timeline overview of the contract process. 

 Attorney 

 I’ll immediately forward contract over to your attorney and 

make sure his office has your contact info. Someone from 

his office will reach out to you within a day or so. You can 

feel free to give them a call, too. 

 Earnest money is delivered to your brokerage (BHHS) 

 Amount is according to the contract terms and 

instructions. 

 Buyer or buyer’s agent will deliver to my office.  

 Inspection takes place 

 Buyer’s will arrange a time for inspection that is agreeable 

to you.  

 Inspection is at the buyer’s expense. 

 A radon inspection may be done at the same time. If so, 

the radon inspector will call me to arrange a time to set up 

the equipment. The test takes two days and is usually 

started 2 days prior to home inspection. 

 We will not be present during the home inspection.  

 However, I will pop in for a few minutes to introduce 

myself and answer any questions.  

 The inspection should take roughly 2-4 hours depending 

on size of home. 

 If for some reason the inspection can’t take place w/I the 

first 5 business days, the buyer’s attorney will send an 

extension letter. This sometimes happens and it’s ok. But 

you’ll want to try to stay on track if possible. 



 Determine what items you agree to repair/reimburse in 

response to buyer’s requests. 

 I’m happy to talk them over with you and share typical 

requests, however your attorney will be your adviser.  

 Communicate to your attorney your response to requests.  

 Your attorney will then draft and send a letter to the 

buyer’s attorney with your response. 

 May go back and forth a bit until you reach an agreement. 

 This is often an emotional time. Stay unattached. It’s best 

to leave emotion out of this and remember to not take 

anything personal.  

 After inspection items/adjustments have been agreed 

upon, the A/I Period is complete.  

 Depending on terms of contract, the buyer will deliver the 

2nd installment of Earnest Money due.  

 Buyer’s lender (if obtaining a mortgage) kicks into action.  

 Lender orders appraisal. 

 Appraiser will contact me and coordinate a date/time for 

appraisal. 

 I will be present for the appraisal and will provide a CMA 

for the appraiser but he/she may or may not look at it. 

 Lately, it’s been  5 -10 business days for the report to come in. 

 If the home does not appraise for the sale price, you will 

need to decide if you will lower your sale price to the 

appraised amount.  

 Discuss options with your attorney.  

 If buyer is financing the purchase, a lender will not lend 

over the appraised amount. 

 This is generally a quiet time. Everything that is now 

happening is on the lenders end.  

 Take this time to interview several movers and get that 

scheduled. You don’t want to be looking for a mover in the 

last week or two. 

 After mortgage is approved and all conditions have been 

met, you will be officially “Pending” and simply waiting for 

your closing date. 

 Lake Forest requires Transfer Stamps on home purchases in 

Lake Forest. This is only for buyers in Lake Forest.  

 As a seller in Lake Forest, you only need to notify the buyers 

once you have paid your final water bill. At that time, the 

buyers can then purchase their stamp. 

 Highland Park requires a transfer tax on all properties being 

sold. So if selling a home in Highland Park, you will need to 

pay a transfer tax. 

 Walk-through 

 Depending on how many inspection items were agreed 

upon, we may have more than one walk-through. 

 If more than one walk through is requested, the first is 

usually about 1-2 weeks prior to closing. This way, if 

anything was missed, we will have time to complete repairs 

in time for closing.  

 The final walk through will be either the day before or 

morning of closing.  

 Review costs and amount you’ll need at closing with your 

attorney 

 It sounds odd but you may not have the final amount until 

1 or 2 days before closing. 

 In most cases, you will not need to be present at closing.  

 Closing usually takes an hour at most. 

 

Congratulations!




